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On October 30, 2015, DOAS Assistant Commissioner and General Counsel

Rebecca N. Sullivan informed the parties that because DOAS and DCH produced

additional documents on October 27, 2015 regarding the solicitation, any party

wanting to supplement its submissions to DOAS based on those records may do so

by November 3, 2015. The additional documents are those produced in response to a
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second request under the Georgia Open Records Act by AmeriHealth on October 19,

2015, just a day before its Reply was due.

Peach State submits this supplemental response for the Protest

Decisionmaker’s consideration of the following issues:

• Should documents produced in response to AmeriHealth’s second
GORA request even be considered by DOAS, given that AmeriHealth
waited until October 19, 2015, well after the deadline for filing a protest,
to even seek them, steadfastly arguing instead that it need not show
prejudice?

• Has AmeriHealth demonstrated how it—or any losing bidder, for that
matter—specifically suffered unfair prejudice by the reduction in the
number of the members of the Evaluation Committee from eight to
four? 1

To succeed on its protest, AmeriHealth has the burden of showing: (1) that

reducing the Evaluation Committee from eight to four members violated the RFP, the

Procurement Manual, or the State Procurement Act; and (2) that the alleged violation

adversely affected AmeriHealth, such that the Notice of Intent to Award should not

stand. But neither AmeriHealth’s initial protest nor its Reply satisfies this burden,

which explains why AmeriHealth issued a second GORA request trying to uncover

1 Undersigned counsel also takes this opportunity to apologize to the Protest Decisionmaker and the
other parties about the error in Peach State’s earlier submissions in citing an out-of-date version of
O.C.G.A. §§ 13-10-90 et seq. and the argument that the statute only applies to public works contracts.
In light of the amendment to the statute, this particular argument regarding public works contracts
was obviously wrong. Nonetheless, this error has no impact on Peach State’s remaining arguments
in regard to E-verify, based on Peach State’s substantial compliance and DOAS’s discretion to waive
a mandatory requirement, as fully set forth in Peach State’s Responses to Americhoice’s and
Humana’s protest submissions. Peach State maintains that those arguments are well supported by
the statutory and case law cited in its papers.
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documents demonstrating that it was somehow prejudiced by the reduction in

evaluators.

AmeriHealth’s second GORA request was not timely and should not afford

AmeriHealth another opportunity to meet its burden. AmeriHealth has failed to

timely point to any evidence showing that AmeriHealth was prejudiced by the

reduction in size of the Evaluation Committee.

At best, AmeriHealth tries to establish harm by speculating how it might have

been prejudiced. In other words, AmeriHealth argues that not knowing if it has been

prejudiced is tantamount to having been prejudiced. That is not the law and, if it was,

it would open up the floodgates for sustaining protests, thwarting the purpose behind

State procurements.

A. Relevant Standards of Review for Bid Protests.

In any bid protest, the protestor has the burden of establishing that it has

suffered “injury-in-fact.”2 As the Amdahl court articulated in the seminal Georgia

case, a challenger must show that “it would have had the lowest price-performance

formula if not for DOAS’ alleged arbitrary conduct, and would thus have been

entitled to be awarded the bid.”3

2 Amdahl Corp. v. Ga. Dep’t of Admin. Servs., 398 S.E.2d 540, 545 (Ga. 1990), attached as Tab 4 to
Peach State’s Protest Response.
3 Id. See also O.C.G.A. § 50-13-19(f) (noting that arbitrary or capricious actions by an agency allow a
court to modify or reverse its decision only if the actions “prejudiced” the “substantial rights of the
appellant” (emphasis added)), attached as Exhibit B to Peach State’s Protest Response.
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Moreover, a bid protestor must demonstrate more than the mere fact that an

error in the process of determining the winning bidder was detected. If an error

impacts all parties equally, it is harmless, and a bid protest based on that error should

be denied.4

Further, notwithstanding the existence of an error, if a bid protestor does not

demonstrate that a “reevaluation would produce a different result,” a bid should not

be reevaluated.5 This principle was recently reaffirmed by DOAS, which stated:

“There is a clear need for finality in the protest process, and second guessing

evaluation scores every time a vendor disagrees with them would subject the State to

indefinite delays in its procurements.”6

These standards are intended to avoid disrupting a robust, expensive, and

extensive government process for reasons that lack merit or would not produce a

different result.

B. Any New Evidence Submitted by AmeriHealth Should Be Disregarded.

To meet its burden to show prejudice, AmeriHealth had ample opportunity to

gather evidence. It served its first GORA request on DOAS and DCH on September

10, 2015, approximately two weeks before the protest deadline. Included in its

September GORA request were 26 requests for information, not including subparts.

4 See Decision of Commissioner Sid Johnson in eRFP-40800-14, May 30, 2014, at 2 (“DOAS erred
by not checking the references of either vendor, but both parties were treated equally. Because of
this, I find this error to be harmless. Accordingly, this portion of Pearson’s appeal is denied.”),
attached as Exhibit A to Peach State’s Protest Response.
5 See id.
6 Id.
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Presumably, if AmeriHealth obtained documents demonstrating how it was adversely

affected by the reduction of evaluators, it would have relied on those documents in its

original protest.

Instead, AmeriHealth has steadfastly argued that it is not required to show

prejudice, notwithstanding clear Georgia law to the contrary. Only after Peach State

pointed out in its Response that AmeriHealth’s burden is to show prejudice did it go

looking for evidence to support such a showing. From the documents produced in

DOAS’s original GORA response, AmeriHealth notes in its Reply that one of the

four former evaluators, Suzanne Lindsey, “completed an entire evaluation and score

summary of AmeriHealth Caritas’ Georgia Families 360 proposal[,] . . . [and gave it] a

raw, un-validated score of 259 points . . .[, which] would have been AmeriHealth’s

highest score on the Families 360 component of the RFP and the highest score of any

offeror for the Families 360 program.”7

But Peach State was not the winning bidder on the Families 360 portion of the

RFP, so this assertion of prejudice based on one former evaluator giving AmeriHealth

a high (albeit un-validated) score on Families 360 is irrelevant to the award to Peach

State. In regard to the Georgia Families CMO award, AmeriHealth’s logic would

require a leap based on rank speculation that Ms. Lindsey would have also given

AmeriHealth high marks in the Georgia Families CMO and that score would have

been validated and that score would have resulted in AmeriHealth finishing in the top

7 AmeriHealth Reply at 9-10 (footnotes omitted).
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four of all bidders—not seventh, as it actually finished. Not surprisingly, even

AmeriHealth did not directly make this speculative argument in its Reply.

Instead, AmeriHealth blamed DOAS and DCH for not giving it the

ammunition it needs to succeed. In its Reply, AmeriHealth states:

Neither DOAS nor DCH produced all of the evaluations for the four
scoring evaluators who were removed. AmeriHealth Caritas is
contemporaneously sending these agencies another Open Records Act
request for these scoring summaries so AmeriHealth Caritas can
determine any additional harm that AmeriHealth Caritas suffered as a
direct result of DCH jettisoning four scoring evaluators. AmeriHealth
Caritas will further supplement this protest with this information if and
when it becomes available.8

Clearly, if AmeriHealth were to ever succeed on its protest ground based on

the reduction of evaluators from eight to four, it would need to show specifically how

the absence of those four evaluators adversely impacted AmeriHealth, in a way that it

did not adversely impact one of the winning bidders. To do that, AmeriHealth would

obviously need to examine the scoring impact that the reduction in the number of

evaluators had on AmeriHealth vis-à-vis other bidders. In fact, AmeriHealth’s Reply

acknowledges this by its irrelevant attempt to show an adverse impact on

AmeriHealth’s Families 360 score from the absence of one former evaluator, Suzanne

Lindsey.

AmeriHealth seems to have expected DOAS and DCH to produce all of the

evaluations for the four scoring evaluators it claims were removed. However, to the

8 Id. at 10 (footnote omitted). AmeriHealth actually submitted its second GORA request the day
before its Reply, not contemporaneously.
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extent AmeriHealth believed that DOAS and DCH did not comply with its first

GORA request by producing all documents related to scoring done by the former

evaluators, or other scoring documents that would allow the required comparisons so

that AmeriHealth could determine what harm it suffered, its recourse under Georgia

law was to file suit against DOAS and DCH and seek an extension of the protest

deadline.9 It did neither of these things.

Instead, AmeriHealth inexplicably waited until the day before its Reply was due

on October 20, 2015 to seek additional documents to support an argument that it was

unfairly prejudiced. Notably, by sending its second GORA request, which

AmeriHealth acknowledges was for the purpose of determining how AmeriHealth

suffered “as a direct result of DCH jettisoning four scoring evaluators,”10 it

contradicts its steadfastly repeated position that it need not show how the reduction

in the number of evaluators was specifically unfair to AmeriHealth. If, as

AmeriHealth has argued, the reduction of evaluators, in and of itself, is sufficient to

establish harm, then evaluation scoring by former evaluators is irrelevant.

AmeriHealth now recognizes that it must demonstrate how it was treated unfairly

compared to the other offerors—e.g., that the former evaluators’ scores, had they been

counted, would have resulted in AmeriHealth being a successful bidder.

9 O.C.G.A. § 50-18-73(a) provides: “The superior courts of this state shall have jurisdiction in law
and in equity to entertain actions against persons or agencies having custody of records open to the
public under this article to enforce compliance with the provisions of this article.”
10 AmeriHealth Reply at 10.
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Yet AmeriHealth never previously pursued the evidence that it needed within

the parameters of the protest deadline. Instead, it submitted the second GORA

request on October 19, 2015—more than a month after its first GORA request. The

deadline for submitting evidence in support of a protest was September 24, 2015.

DOAS even afforded protesters the opportunity to supplement timely filed protests

with additional supporting evidence by September 28, 2015. Undeniably,

AmeriHealth had ample opportunity to obtain documents to support its protest

before the protest deadline. Any supplemental submission by AmeriHealth based on

documents that it did not timely seek or submit with its original protest should be

disregarded.

C. Conclusion

AmeriHealth has failed to timely identify any evidence that any bidder was

prejudiced in any way by the number of members of the Evaluation Committee at the

conclusion of the RFP process in this matter, and AmeriHealth should not be

afforded another opportunity to supplement its original submissions—this time with

belatedly-sought documents. AmeriHealth’s bid protest should be rejected.

Respectfully yours,

LECLAIRRYAN

/s/John P. Hutchins__

John P. Hutchins
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Christopher A. Wiech
Richard Caplan


